
Crossword #31
Paddy Grove
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ACROSS
1. Unidentified travelling salesmen (8)
5. Small woman who might spell change (6)
9. Likely to go off to live drunkenly around

L.A. (8)
10. Starts to head off, having put foot down in

fast car (6)
12. Satellite lost temperature, got cold,

exploded in the sky (9)
13. Trade organisation merger (5)
14. Burn cleaner (4)
16. Throws light on with speed if I escape

incarceration (7)
19. Taking everything into account is most

important (4, 3)
21. Something to investigate when in church

(4)
24. Deep sadness is good for Charlie Brown?

(5)
25. One left flickering in the hours of

darkness?! (4, 5)
26. Come back from middle of Crete with

Grecian vessel? (6)
27. Old frontier stew? (4, 4)
28. Imp upset priest (6)
29. Organise forces in supporting legal

argument (8)

DOWN
1. Beginner's rule for staying pure? (6)
2. Extremely lazy after English beer? A

little... (6)
3. Woodwind instruments, not loud stringed

instruments (5)
4. Betrayed, I go to queen as a fighter (7)
6. Crime novels with sound construction (9)
7. Great time to make a mistake, if one has

a little confidence (8)
8. Fellow in a safe job, say, is a pleasure

seeker (8)
11. Alternatively, one leaves the girl (4)
15. How a diver enters the water when he's

adrift at sea (4, 5)
17. Women with lower charges! (8)
18. Till the middle of March, say, is the

second half of Winter (8)
20. Tall pine (4)
21. Sausage wrapped in plastic, horizontally

(7)
22. Tailless bird by ship's exit (6)
23. It may result in snow still standing (6)


